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INTRODUCTION

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) constitute a large and functionally diverse

family of integral membrane proteins, with about 800 genes encoded by the human

genome and only a handful of high-resolution three-dimensional structures.1–4

The GPCR superfamily is characterized by a generally low sequence identity of

below 30% and a structural similarity of �2.0–3.0 Å Ca RMSD in the transmem-

brane core region among members of the family.3,5 In predicting the structures for

GPCRs of the unknown structure, template-based modeling is arguably the most

reliable route, with one caveat that the prediction method needs to accurately

refine the model closer to the native and away from the template. Most recent pro-

gress in protein structure refinement has been the development of the hybrid

knowledge-based and physics-based potentials combined with spatial restraints

from templates.6–8 The spatial restraints confine the conformational search to a

smaller phase space and facilitate a faster convergence towards near-native confor-

mations.9 Within this framework of the refinement approach, predicted intramo-

lecular contacts can be usefully incorporated as tertiary restraints.

Among methods of protein contact prediction, template-based methods are

more accurate than sequence-based methods.6,10–13 The accuracy of the template-

based methods depends on the quality of the template structures; the number of

false positive contacts is larger for more structurally divergent templates. Because

the false positive contacts are a potential source of inaccuracies in structure calcula-

tion,6,14 we sought a method to reduce the number of false positives, especially in

the case of templates that are up to 3 Å Ca RMSD from the target in the core

region. It is well established that the level of sequence conservation is often indica-

tive of structural and functional importance.15,16 Hence, we decided to design a

series of filters based on sequence conservation information to select the subsets of

contacts that would more likely be structurally conserved between the template and

the target.

In this article, we first describe the selection filters, then validate the method on

a test set of 342 template-target pairs from three protein families. Although the

method was developed specifically for application in the structure prediction of

GPCRs, we use other protein families to test the method due to the paucity of

known structures in the GPCR family. The three protein families in the test

set have multiple experimentally determined high-resolution structures, and share
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ABSTRACT

The prediction of intramolecular

contacts has a useful application

in predicting the three-dimen-

sional structures of proteins. The

accuracy of the template-based

contact prediction methods

depends on the quality of the

template structures. To reduce

the false positive predictions

associated with using the entire

set of template-derived contacts,

we develop selection filters that

use sequence conservation infor-

mation to predict subsets of con-

tacts more likely to be structur-

ally conserved between the tem-

plate and the target. The method

is developed specifically for pro-

tein families with few available

templates such as the G protein-

coupled receptor (GPCR) family.

It is validated on a test set of 342

template-target pairs from three

protein families, and applied to

one template-target pair from the

GPCR family. We find that the

filter selection method increases

the accuracy of contact prediction

with sufficient coverage for struc-

ture prediction.
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similar properties to the GPCR family, that is, large and

diverse yet reliable multiple sequence alignment, less than

30% sequence identity and less than 3 Å Ca RMSD

structural divergence in the core region among members

of the family. The template-target pairs in the test set

collectively span a wide range in the sequence and struc-

tural similarity space, with �10–85% sequence identity

and �0.3–2.7 Å Ca RMSD (see Fig. 1). The selection fil-

ter method is applied to one template-target pair from

the GPCR family to demonstrate the applicability of the

method to the protein family for which the method was

originally developed. We find that the filter selection

method increases the accuracy of common contact pre-

diction with sufficient coverage for structure prediction,

and more importantly, reduces the fraction of severely

violated contacts.

METHODS

Selection filters are defined based on sequence conserva-

tion metrics and applied to all residue pairs in the target

that are aligned to the contact-forming residue pairs in the

template. Given a known template structure, and a

sequence alignment in which a contact-forming residue pair

(i, j) in the template is aligned to a residue pair (i 0, j 0) in

the target, the filters are used to predict if the residue pair

(i 0, j 0) forms a common contact. The code implementing

this method for the class A GPCRs will be made available

through the MMTSB website (http://www.mmtsb.org) with

the next release of the MMTSB Tool Set.18

Definition of contacts

A residue pair (i, j) is defined to form a contact if i

and j are at least four residues apart, and the minimum

inter-residue distance of any pair of heavy atoms in i and j

is less than 4.2 Å. The list of contacts is obtained from 3D

coordinates with the contact.pl utility in the MMTSB Tool

Set (http://www.mmtsb.org).18 This contact definition is

close to the definition used by Skolnick and Kihara,19 and

it is more physically meaningful than the definition based

on the Cb atoms, commonly used in CASP.20

Test sets and multiple sequence alignments

The performance of the selection filters is tested on tem-

plate-target pairs from three protein families: globins (PDB

ID codes: 2MHB:B, 1A4F:B, 1A9W:E, 1CG5:B, 1FDH:G,

1HBH:B, 1SPG:B, 2HHB:B, 2PGH:B), chymotrypsin-class

serine proteases (PDB ID codes: 2PTN, 1MCT, 1A0J,

1AZZ, 1LMW, 1A5I, 1A5H, 1FUJ, 1HNE, 3RP2, 1DFP,

2TBS, 3EST, 1KLT, 1A7S, 1TRM), and monomeric cupre-

doxins (PDB ID codes: 1PLC, 1PAZ, 1AAC, 2CBP, 1JER,

1RCY). Within each family, all possible template-target

pairs are used, thus the test set consists of a total of 342

template-target pairs (72 globin pairs, 240 serine protease

pairs, and 30 cupredoxin pairs).

The sequence alignment between the template and the

target is obtained from a multiple sequence alignment

(MSA) of the protein family. We use MSAs reported in

the literature.21,22 The globin family MSA consists of

880 sequences (304 representative sequences at the level

of 90% sequence identity); the serine protease family

MSA consists of 616 sequences (402 representative

sequences at the level of 90% sequence identity); the

cupredoxin family MSA consists of 77 sequences (75 rep-

resentative sequences at the level of 90% sequence iden-

tity). To avoid statistical bias from over-represented

sequences, sequences with more than 90% identity to

Figure 1
(A) Ca RMSD vs. sequence identity in the structurally aligned region of

common core for the template-target pairs in the test set. Structures are

superimposed by the LGA structural alignment program with a cutoff

distance of 5 Å.17 (B) Ca RMSD vs. fraction of aligned residues. The

fraction of aligned residues is defined as Nalign/L, where Nalign is the

number of residues in the structurally aligned region and L is the length

of the target sequence. Our test set shows a strong negative correlation

between sequence identity and Ca RMSD separation. The fraction of

aligned residues is greater than 0.5 for all template-target pairs, and

there is a weak negative correlation to Ca RMSD separation.
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another sequence in the alignment are removed from the

MSA using the program CD-HIT.23

Application to the GPCR superfamily

The selection filters are applied to the GPCR super-

family for the template-target pair of bovine rhodopsin

and human b2-adrenergic receptor (PDB ID codes:

1U19:A, 2RH1:A). We use an MSA of the transmembrane

region of class A GPCRs reported in Suel GM et al.22

The MSA consists of 940 sequences (550 representative

sequences at the level of 90% sequence identity).

Selection filters

Sequence conservation is quantified by several different

metrics and applied as selection filters to all template-

derived residue pairs (i 0, j 0) in the target. The contacts

selected by each selection filter are pooled to give the final

set of predicted common contacts for the target protein.

Filter 1: sequence conservation at positions i and j

A six-letter reduced amino acid alphabet is used to

detect sequence conservation between the residue pairs

(i, j) and (i 0, j 0), and across the MSA. The 20 standard

amino acids are classified into six groups by their hydro-

phobicity (H-hydrophobic, A-amphipathic, P-polar) and

size (S-small, L-large): {Gly, Ala, Val, Pro} (H,S), {Phe,

Met, Ile, Leu} (H,L), {Thr, Cys} (A,S), {Trp, Tyr, Arg,

Lys} (A,L), {Ser, Asn, Asp} (P,S), and {Glu, Gln, His}

(P,L). The degree of conservation at each position n in

the MSA is calculated by a stereochemically sensitive

Shannon’s entropy score.24

Vn ¼ �
Xj

i

pi ln pi;

where pi is the frequency of amino acid type i at position n in

the MSA, and j 5 6 for the six groups of amino acids in the

reduced alphabet. This score takes into account of the stereo-

chemical properties of the amino acids to recognize that

mutations between amino acids from the same physicochemi-

cal group are more conservative than those from different

groups. Lower values ofV indicate higher conservation.

The residue pair (i 0, j 0) is selected by filter 1 if the fol-

lowing two criteria are satisfied: (1) the residues i 0 and j 0

belong to the same amino acid groups as the residues i

and j, respectively; (2) the sum of conservation score V

at positions i and j is less than 1.0. The arbitrary thresh-

old of Vi 1 Vj < 1.0 was found to be optimal in the test

set [Supporting Information Fig. 1(A)].

Filter 2: sequence conservation of fragments around (i, j)

A fragment-based sequence similarity score is used to

detect sequence conservation in short fragments sur-

rounding the residue pairs (i, j) and (i 0, j 0). Fragments

of 13-residues, centered around i, i 0, j, j 0 are specified by

the residues at positions [i 2 6:i 1 6] and [j 2 6:j 1 6].

The sequence similarity between the aligned fragments is

calculated by

S ¼
Xiþ6

r1¼i�6

Bðr1; r 01Þ þ
Xjþ6

r2¼j�6

Bðr2; r 02Þ;

where B is the Blosum62 substitution matrix, and r and

r 0 are residues from the template and the target, respec-

tively.25 S is standardized to a z-score Sz by

Sz ¼ S � �S

r
;

where S is the mean and r is the standard deviation of S

scores obtained for the particular template-target pair. A

higher value of Sz indicates greater similarity.

The residue pair (i 0, j 0) is selected by filter 2 if Sz is

greater than 0.8. The arbitrary threshold of Sz > 0.8 was

found to be optimal in the test set [Supporting Informa-

tion Fig. 1(B)].

Prediction accuracy and coverage

The filter selection method is evaluated by accuracy

and coverage. Prediction accuracy and coverage are

defined as Acc 5 Ncorr/Npred and Cov 5 Ncorr/Nhomo,

respectively, where Ncorr is the number of correctly pre-

dicted common contacts, Npred is the total number of

contacts selected by the filters, and Nhomo is the total

number of true common contacts between the template

and the target structures. The false positive rate is

defined as FP 5 1 2 Acc.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prediction accuracy and coverage for the
test set

The prediction accuracy and coverage for the test set

are shown in Figure 2. Accuracy varies between 0.67 and

0.98, with an average of �0.85 across all RMSD ranges

(mean � SD for <1.0 Å Ca RMSD: 0.87 � 0.07; 1.0–

2.0 Å Ca RMSD: 0.84 � 0.05; >2.0 Å Ca RMSD: 0.83 �
0.06). Coverage varies between 0.24 and 0.56, with each

protein family forming a cluster about its mean (mean �
SD for globins: 0.47 � 0.07; serine proteases: 0.32 �
0.03; cupredoxins: 0.33 � 0.05). It is notable that both

accuracy and coverage remain nearly constant across

most of the RMSD range and do not show significant

decreases at higher structural divergence.

Contacts selected by filter 1 (conservation of i, j) and

filter 2 (conservation of fragments around i, j) are largely

nonoverlapping, with �20% of the final predicted con-
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tacts selected by both (data not shown). Depending on

whether the filters operate on just the contact-forming

residues or the fragments around them, they select differ-

ent subsets of contacts from the template structure. Filter

1 selects for contacts formed by highly conserved residues

and filter 2 selects for contacts formed by residues

located in regions of high sequence conservation. It is

expected that accuracy may be maximized for contacts

selected by both filters, at the cost of decreased coverage.

We use the combined set of contacts selected by either

filters, to maximize coverage so that a sufficient level is

reached for application in structure prediction.

Alternative filters as possible improvements

Although there is no universally applicable amino acid

groupings for a reduced alphabet, it was recently sug-

gested that the optimal reduced alphabet for GPCR clas-

sification may consist of a larger number of groups than

the classical three groups based on hydrophobicity, first

introduced by Chothia and Finkelstein,26 and may lie in

the 7–11 amino acid region.27 In our selection filter, we

use a six-letter alphabet based on hydrophobicity and

size. Although this grouping is more complex than the

three-letter alphabet based on hydrophobicity alone,

there is a possibility that another alphabet may be better

suited for detecting sequence similarity among GPCR

sequences.

Among the numerous metrics available to quantify the

site-specific residue conservation in an MSA, we use an

entropy-like score in our selection filter. Although this

score is simple to calculate, more sophisticated scores

based on probabilistic evolutionary models and phyloge-

netic tree such as the scores calculated by the ConSeq

and ConSurf servers may provide better estimations of

site-specific conservation in the MSA.16,28

Our selection filters are solely based on sequence con-

servation information. However, other sequence informa-

tion such as correlated mutation, first introduced by

Gobel et al., is weakly correlated with inter-residue con-

tact formation, and hence may be incorporated as addi-

tional selection filters to improve both prediction accu-

racy and coverage.12,29

Use of filtered contacts in structure
prediction

High accuracy and sufficient coverage are necessary for

the predicted contacts to be usefully incorporated into

structure prediction methods.9,11 False positive contacts

not only mislead structure calculations toward the tem-

plate structure and away from the target structure but

also may not allow the models to converge. It has been

suggested that for single-domain proteins with up to 200

residues, the number of distance restraints necessary to

deduce a low-resolution fold is �L/8, where L is the

length of the target sequence.9,30

Our filter selection method improves the accuracy of

contact prediction by an average of �0.1 across all

RMSD range, with increasing improvements at higher

RMSD (mean � SD for <1.0 Å Ca RMSD: 0.05 � 0.04;

1.0–2.0 Å Ca RMSD: 0.11 � 0.04; >2.0 Å Ca RMSD:

0.20 � 0.08) [Fig. 3(A)]. The number of predicted con-

tacts, assessed by the percentage relative to the length of

the target sequence (Npred/L), is greater than the mini-

mum requirement of 1/8 (0.125) for all template-target

pairs in the test set (mean � SD for globins: 0.41 �
0.04; serine proteases: 0.57 � 0.06; cupredoxins: 0.38 �
0.09) [Fig. 3(B)]. Furthermore, our selection filters are

effective in reducing the fraction of severely violated con-

tacts [Fig. 3(C)]. A predicted contact (i 0, j 0) is defined to

be severely violated if the minimum inter-residue dis-

tance of all pairs of heavy atoms is greater than 8.0 Å in

Figure 2
Prediction accuracy (A) and coverage (B) for the template-target pairs

in the test set. Accuracy and coverage are defined as Acc 5 Ncorr/Npred

and Cov 5 Ncorr/Nhomo, respectively, where Ncorr is the number of

correctly predicted common contacts, Npred is the total number of

contacts selected by the filters, and Nhomo is the total number of true

common contacts between the template and the target structures.
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the target structure; these contacts would contribute

most towards the inaccuracies in structure calculation, as

the contact restraints in structure prediction protocols

are typically imposed with harmonic functions and the

penalty is larger for greater deviations. The fraction of

severely violated contacts is reduced by an average of

�0.15 for template-target pairs in the >2.0 Å Ca RMSD

region. Taken together, our selection filter method pre-

dicts sufficient numbers of contacts with high accuracy

for the template-target pairs in the test set.

Filtered contacts for GPCR structure
prediction

The selection filters were applied to the template-target

pair of bovine rhodopsin and human b2-adrenergic re-

ceptor (b2AR). Of the 183 interhelical contacts in the

transmembrane region of the rhodopsin structure, the fil-

ters selected a total of 45 contacts, with an accuracy of

0.69 (31/45), and coverage of 0.27 (31/113) (see Fig. 4).

The accuracy is improved from 0.62 (113/183) and the

Figure 3
(A) Comparison of prediction accuracy with and without selection

filters applied to the template-derived contacts (i 0, j 0). (B) The
percentage of the number of predicted contacts with the selection filters

relative to the length of the target sequence. (C) Comparison of the

fraction of severely violated contacts in the predicted contacts with and
without selection filters applied. A severely violated contact is defined as

a template-derived contact (i 0, j 0) that has a minimum inter-residue

heavy atom distance of greater than 8 Å.

Figure 4
(A) The predicted common contacts for the b2AR are mapped onto the

rhodopsin structure and shown in blue van der Waals representation.

(B) The predicted and true common contacts between rhodopsin and

b2AR are shown on the contact map of rhodopsin.
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fraction of severely violated contacts is reduced to 0 from

0.03 (6/183) when compared with the unfiltered set of

contacts. The number of selected contacts is sufficient for

use in structure calculation (Npred/L �45/194 5 0.23).

The selected contacts have recently been used to pre-

dict the structure of the transmembrane region of b2AR
with some success in accurately modeling the structural

divergence between rhodopsin and b2AR (Michino et al.,

in preparation). Furthermore, we show that the b2AR
models generated with the selected contacts are overall

more accurate than the models generated with the unfil-

tered set of contacts. The inaccuracies in the latter mod-

els, especially in the tilt angle of transmembrane helix I,

can be attributed to the three severely violated contacts

that are with respect to the extracellular side of helix I.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a filter selection method for improv-

ing the accuracy of template-based contact prediction. The

selection filters are based on sequence conservation infor-

mation. The method is validated on a test set of 342 tem-

plate-target pairs from three protein families, and applied

to one template-target pair from the GPCR family. When

compared with the unfiltered set of template-derived con-

tacts, the selected subset of contacts is more accurate and

has a reduced fraction of severely violated contacts. The

selected set of contacts is expected to be usefully incorpo-

rated into structure prediction methods.
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